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About the company
Share Address Moscow, 12 Krasnokazarmennaya str. Phones +7 495 763-32-13+7 499 704-66-02 +7
495 361-93-99 E-mail infokaskad-electro.ru Company Kaskad-Electro was founded in 2001. We
specialise in led lighting equipment supply and manufacture products based on LEDs. We work with
the led products for more than 15 years In that time we have delivered more than 5 000 000 units of
led devices display alarm and lighting. Our clients - more than 3 000 enterprises and organizations of
Russia Kazakhstan Belarus, including such major companies and organizations as Russian Railways
joint Institute for nuclear research, Dubna, JSC ELARA Cheboksary Metrostroy and many others.
BRIEFLY ABOUT PRODUCTS Led switchboard lamp SKL - signal lamp for installation in switchboards
panels on the dashboard, etc. are Available in the form of lighting ﬁttings or lamps with diﬀerent
bases. Подробнееgtgtgt Signal and decorative lamp with E27 base and B22d for local lighting and
light-signalling decorative and colorful advertising lights light window dressing signage etc
Подробнееgtgtgt Led ﬂoodlight for outdoor and indoor directional lighting buildings billboards stelae,
etc. Perfectly replace halogen ﬂoodlights with a capacity of 150 - 500 watts. Подробнееgtgtgt Led
luminaires for interior and exterior lighting of streets, squares, buildings and entrances of oﬃce and
production areas warehouses advertising structures billboards, etc. Подробнееgtgtgt ZOOM obstacle
lights - signal lights-beacons more often red color is designed for light notations of tall buildings and
structures. Used as signal lights and other facilities. Подробнееgtgtgt Led indicators, CIPD socket
further T68 is designed for use in switch panels or lighting ﬁxture. Replace small lamp commutator
KM. Подробнееgtgtgt Light Board TSB and TSM is designed for light signaling in industrial electrical
equipment. As a light source in the scoreboard used lamp socket B15d lamp such as small arms and
light weapons 1. Подробнееgtgtgt Traﬃc light signal of the SS-56 is intended for indoor light alarm in
industrial premises. Can be equipped with led light sources. Подробнееgtgtgt RSS 24.05.2016 We
oﬀer low voltage led light bulb 5 PM. 23.04.2015 We have changed the work schedule of warehouse.
The item on Monday and Friday is not possible. Schedule of delivery of the goods pickup and goods
here. 01.12.2014 It's time to reduce the cost of components. Try domestic. 29.11.2014 Subscription
price list. 31.10.2014 Display and backlight for
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